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ABSTRACT
The main objective of this research was to identify co-referent 
entities located in several linked open data (LOD) sources that 
are described in various natural languages. The problem is
approached from two perspectives. First, we do a multi-scale 
analysis of the RDF graph to discover structural similarities of
entities. This was implemented as a tensor decomposition of 
the RDF graph with each predicate corresponding to a 
horizontal slide of the tensor. Hereafter, we used the term 
“structural evidence” to refer to the result of this analysis. 
Second, for each entity, we associated textual data coming 
from the Web of documents. Thus, after some preprocessing 
(viz. removing empty words, applying a weighting scheme 
such as tf-idf, ...), we represented each entity in a high 
dimensional space with each dimension corresponding to a 
term. Next, through a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), 
we find a subspace such that the sum of squared distances
from the original space to the sub space is minimized. This 
dimensionality reduction allows us to find language 
independent similarities between entities. Hereafter, we use 
the term “textual evidence” to refer to the result of this 
analysis. 

Since the similarity information coming from the structural 
and the textual evidence are complementary to each other, a
global similarity score is computed by aggregating the two 
evidences. We adopt a linear opinion pool, an approach which 
is commonly used in belief aggregation as an aggregation 
mechanism. In the end, for any given entity, we obtained a
global similarity vector. The higher component values of this 
vector correspond to potential co-referent entities.

All algorithms are implemented in Python. According to the 
experiment result conducted on the French and English 
DBpedia, our approach can bring high results. 
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Linked data; cross lingual entity linking; tensor factorization; 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the linked open data (LOD) project, billions of RDF
data sets are published. The main goal of the project is to 
provide extensive links between LOD sources at the level of 
instances [1]. Instance level links enable people or software 
agents to walk from one data source to others in order to 

obtain a relatively comprehensive view of the entities [2].

Interlinking resources that represent the same real-world 
object across linked open data sources is a widely researched 
topic [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. However, all of them were evaluated on 
monolingual data sets. Recently, the LOD cloud has shown an 
increase in resources published at various natural languages. 
Although the importance of linking instances across language 
has been argued in several research works [32, 33], it has not 
been well studied. To the best of our knowledge, interlinking 
of multilingual LOD instances has been tested only by
translating language specific descriptions of entities through 
machine translation [18,31]. However, this kind of approach 
is highly dependent on the quality of the translation system 
which is scarcely available in many natural languages [19].

There are challenges that need attention when one wants to 
identify co-referent entities in multilingual linked open data 
(MLOD). The first challenge is the increase of schema 
heterogeneity with language diversity. Second, huge volume 
of noise is added into the MLOD due to an automatic 
extraction process or from the very noisy nature of the data 
source as compared to the monolingual environment [8, 9, 
10]. If we consider the case of DBpedia (i.e. the main 
multilingual source in LOD), the automatic extraction method
employed to extract the different language DBpedia edition
from Wikipedia by itself contributes to noise. Besides, it is 
not uncommon to observe quality variations across Wikipedia 
language (i.e. the source of DBpedia chapters) editions. For 
instance, there are properties that do not have meaning across 
languages or there exist missing info box property values. The 
third challenge is the incompleteness of the data resulting 
from the open nature of the LOD. In this regard, publishers 
using two different languages may have different knowledge 
about an entity, i.e., they may want to see the entity from 
possibly orthogonal point of views. The fourth challenge 
comes from the presence of billions of entities; computing the 
similarity of entities by directly comparing their literal values 
is computationally expensive and inaccurate. The last 
challenge comes from the fact that textual descriptions of 
entities generated from the web of documents are language 
dependent.

It is assumed that utilizing the structural and textual evidence
of entities can handle all the challenges listed in the preceding 
paragraph. We made RDF graph analysis to discover 
structural similarities among entities while textual similarity 
of entities is discovered by projecting into the sub space of the 
multilingual latent topic space built from a comparable corpus
through SVD. Finally, the two independent similarity 
evidences are combined so as to reach into single global 
evidence.

The main contributions of this approach are as follows:
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By extracting entities’ textual information from the 
web of documents, we have devised a mechanism 
of supplementing linked open data entities’ 
descriptions to the problem of entity co-reference 
resolution. Through this, we have provided a use 
case where the web of documents can be used 
together with the linked open data for entity co-
reference resolution.

We have come up with an efficient sparsely
promoting tensor factorization algorithm that can 
scale to DBpedia (i.e. to the number of DBpedia 
entities and predicates).

We have adopted a linear opinion pool, an approach 
used to aggregate probabilistic expert opinion, to 
combine the structural and textual similarity of 
entities.

We have proposed a language independent approach 
with an initial experiment that demonstrates a
comparable result with language dependent 
approaches to compute textual similarity of entities
across languages.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: in section two,
we briefly review related works. Section three introduces our 
proposed method in detail. The description of the data set and 
experimental set up is presented in section four. The 
experimental results on French and English DBpedia are 
reported in section five followed by conclusion and future 
work in section six.

2. RELATED WORKS 
Although the importance of cross-lingual entity linking was 
stated in several works [32, 33], as far as our knowledge is 
concerned, an automatic mechanism to link co-referent entity 
URIs across languages is only proposed in [18,31]. These 
papers were based on translating language specific 
descriptions of entities by using machine translation systems.
This kind of approach is highly dependent on the quality of 
the translation system which is barely available in many 
languages [19]. 

Entity co-reference resolution is known in database research
community with various names such as record linking, 
duplicate detection or instance identification. However, the 
RDF data model semantics and the huge number of 
heterogeneous sources of LOD need further research [3, 6]. 
Moreover, researches in database have not addressed the cross 
lingual aspect [18]. In the semantic web, works only focus to 
link co-referent entity URIs referring to the same real-world 
object in monolingual data sets [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] or small scale 
and domain specific RDF datasets [20,21,24, 23, 22]. 

It is also well-researched in Natural Language Processing
with a goal of finding entity mentions within a document or 
across multiple documents [35,36]. Since, entity co-reference 
resolution is related to many research areas; it causes
confusion about the techniques and solutions relevant to each 
research area. However, the main dimension one should take 
into account is the kind of data that are taken into account for 
the comparison [36]. The techniques and solutions to be 
applied on unstructured data is not the same to ontology 
instances [36].

A survey of techniques for entity co-reference resolution is 
stated in [35,36]. Some techniques apply various attribute-
based similarity functions to aggregate the results of value 
matching methods over the values of properties belonging to 
two individuals being compared. Others uses transitivity of 

pre-existing identity links such as owl:sameAs to infer 
additional equivalence relationship between individuals.
Ontological restrictions defined by domain ontologies like 
owl:FunctionalProperty or owl:InverseFunctionalProperty
have been also used to infer new equivalent relationship. In 
this case, the assumption is equivalent values of inverse 
functional properties imply the equivalence of the subjects of 
properties whereas equivalent values of functional properties 
imply the equivalence of the objects of properties. The other 
category of techniques is based on identity information 
available in external knowledge sources. This is a scenario
where instances of two data sources are not linked to each 
other directly but there exist connections to the same external 
data source. In general, the first technique can be classified as 
statistical while the remaining belongs to semantic based 
approach. The proposed technique in this paper combines the 
semantic and statistical approach, but in a different and novel 
way. First, entity information contained in the datasets (i.e. 
structural or relational) being matched and information 
contained in external sources (i.e. textual descriptions from 
the web of documents) is utilized. Second, as we are dealing 
with data sources represented in different natural languages, 
we used pre-existing identity links and ontological restrictions 
in the preprocessing stage so as to reduce heterogeneity 
among data sources. Thirdly, relational learning through 
RESCAL tensor factorization is used to find the structural 
similarity of entities. Nickel (2012) introduced RESCAL 
tensor factorization to the problem of entity co-reference 
resolution. RESCAL tensor factorization is also applied to 
capture the joint evidence of entities relationship and literal
value descriptions in [7].  The aforementioned studies have 
portrayed the potential of tensor factorization to find co-
referent entities in the domain of LOD. However, they say 
only little about the possibility of tensor factorization to find 
co-referent entity identifiers represented in different natural 
languages. Besides, this research devised a novel method of 
combining analysis results from tensor models to two way 
analysis results.

3. CROSS LINGUAL ENTITY CO-
REFERENCE RESOLUTION (CLECR) 
Before moving directly to the proposed approach, let us first 
introduce notations used throughout the report. Given the set 
of URI references U, the set of blank nodes B, and the set of 
literals L, a triple t := (s, p, o) G := (UUB) U (UUBUL) is 
called an RDF triple, where s is called subject, p is predicate, 
and o is object. Given RDF triples, our aim is to identify co-
referent entity identifiers located in several LOD sources 
provided that the LOD sources are described in different 
natural languages. The proposed approach is shown in figure-
1 and detail description is given in the subsequent sections.
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Figure 1. Proposed Approach.

3.1 Structural Evidence 
The first evidence to identify co-referent entities comes from
the relationship of entities (i.e. entities’ structural similarity) 
with the assumption that entities sharing the same relation to 
the same entity are co-referent [12]. Third order tensor is used 
to model the structural evidence of entities. The components 
of the model are entities and predicates. Since we have not 
made any distinction between ontological and instance 
knowledge, entities in this context include all resources, 
classes and blank nodes while predicates consist of all entity 
to entity relations.

Nevertheless, there are duplicate predicates and entities, less 
frequently used predicates, as well as misused predicates. 
Hence, we used existing explicit equivalent relationship 
indicating links like owl:equivalentclass, 
owl:equivalentproperty, owl:SameAs, functional and inverse 
functional properties to merge duplicate entities or predicates. 
On the other hand, predicates occurring below a certain 
threshold have been discarded. Assuming n entities and m 
predicates, such data is represented as a three-way tensor X of 
size i  i  k, where the entries on two modes of the tensor 
correspond to the combined entities appearing both in a 
subject or object position and the third mode holds the
different types of predicates. A tensor entry Xijk = 1 implies 
the kth predicate exists between the ith and jth entity and 
otherwise the entry becomes Xijk = 0.

RESCAL factorization is applied to decompose the three way 
tensor into a core tensor and a factor matrix. The main reasons
to apply tensor factorization are stated as follows. First, the 
MLOD is obtained through an automatic extraction process so 
that noise could be introduced either from the process or from 
the nature of the data source itself. In such settings, tensor 
factorization has brought an effective result by removing the 
noisy correlation among features [25,26]. Second, the domain 
of MLOD is characterized by high dimensionality and data 
sparcity which adds noise to extract valuable information, 
efficiently correlate and magnify the latent relationships 
among various dimensions. Besides, in high dimensional and 
sparse data, distance measure such as Euclidean distance or 
cosine similarity has shown odd properties to compute the
similarity of entities. However, tensor factorization has 
brought significant performance improvement in such cases 
[28,29]. Third, there are lots of empirical evidences in which 
tensor factorization brought good results. For instance,
PARAFAC2 decomposition is used to cluster documents

across multiple languages in [16]. Tensor factorization based 
on Tucker method is also applied to find multiple types 
relations among words in [29]. It is also applied to identify 
user behavior for web personalization and recommendation of 
items in [28]. Tensor factorization is also used to find the 
relationship of Web pages with words, documents and links in 
[30]. Lastly, tensors fit to the triple structure of the RDF data 
model. 

RESCAL also scales very well to large number of data sets 
and has produced high result in various link prediction and 
entity resolution tasks [7, 11]. Its mathematical properties can
better fit to the nature of our dataset. However, as already 
stated earlier, the three ways tensor constructed from the RDF 
model has equal number of instances in its first two modes. 
Therefore, we used RESCAL a special case of DEDICOM 
(decomposition into directional components) that expect the 
two modes to be symmetric as a constraint to decompose a 
three way tensor [34]. 

Given a tensor X, we compute RESCAL factorization of the 
tensor into a product of a single matrix A and core tensor Rk
as shown in figure-2.

X k  ARkAT, for k = 1,. . ., m (1)
Where A is an n r matrix, Rk is a full asymmetric r  r matrix 
and r is a user-given parameter that specifies the number of 
latent components or factors. The factorization of the tensor X 
given in equation (1) is computed by minimizing the 
following objective function.

minA,Rk||Xk-ARkAT||F2 (2)

An efficient alternative least square algorithm is also 
proposed to compute equation (2) based on ideas from [34]. 

Figure 2. RESCAL Factorization.
The rows of the factor matrix A represent entities in the 
domain whereas the columns can be considered the 
discovered latent variables. The entries specify how much an 
entity participates in a latent space. 
Formally, entities participating in the factor matrix A can be 
represented in r-dimensional vector e1,...,en. The vector ej =
(ej,1 , . . . , ej,r ) represents entity j’s participation to the r 
discovered latent variables, where ej,k is entity j’s participation 
to the kth latent variable. 
With the assumption that co-referent entities are more 
structurally similar than non-co-referent ones, we proposed to 
compute the similarity of entities from the factor matrix. In 
order to retrieve entities that are similar to a particular entity 
ei with respect to all relations in the data, it is sufficient to 
compute ranking of entities by their similarity to ei in A. For 
instance, given two entities ei and ej, their similarity can be 
computed by equation (3). 

COS (ei,ej)= (3)

The cosine similarity result tells us to what extent an entity is 
similar to others. The higher the cosine similarity value 
among any given set of entities, the more likely co-referent 
they are. One of the parameters tried in this experiment is the 
effect of the number of predicates and the frequency of 
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predicates used to find co-referent entity representations.
Figure-3 is a snap shoot of structural similarity of seven 
entities to each other computed from the top 20 most frequent 
predicates. As shown in the figure, the similarity result is 
inflated. It gives higher similarity value even for entities that 
are not co-referent. This is a pattern of result when we use 
few most frequently used predicates only. A reversed pattern
is also observed to the similarity result by using all predicates
in the data set. An optimal result from the structural evidence 
is reached by using entities occurring more than 100. 

Figure 3. Structural Similarity Ranking.

However, this similarity result is computed from the structural 
evidence and cannot be used alone to reach on the co-referent 
decision. Therefore, we proposed to introduce further textual 
evidence from the webpages of the web of documents. A 
discussion of the textual evidence is made in the next section. 

3.2 Web of Documents Evidence 
Much of the information in the LOD cloud is given as literal 
values. The number of predicates that connect an entity to a 
literal – also known as data type properties – are greater than 
the number of predicates that connect entity to entity (i.e. 
object type property). This shows entity co-reference
resolution systems that do not consider literal information of 
entities loss significant knowledge about them.

However, there are challenges to use literal information. The 
first challenge is since there are billions of entities; computing 
similarity by directly comparing literal values is
computationally expensive and inaccurate. Therefore, as
many LOD entities are obtained from existing web pages of 
the web of documents (e.g., DBpedia is converted from 
Wikipedia), we proposed to extract textual evidence from the 
web of documents that can supplement entities’ descriptions.
This could be easily achieved as software tools that identify
mentions of LOD entity from the web of documents are 
matured (e.g., DBpedia Spotlight [13]). Besides, from our 
own observation, most of the LOD entities have links to 
descriptions in the form of web pages.

The second challenge comes from the fact that textual 
descriptions of entities generated from the web of documents
are language dependent which requires a similarity 
computation mechanism across languages. In this study, we
used latent semantic analysis (LSA), the standard approach 
for cross lingual document analysis, to find the similarity of 
entity descriptions across languages with the use of a parallel 
or/and comparable corpus [14, 15]. 

From a parallel or/and comparable corpus, the approach build 
an entity-by-term matrix X. From this matrix, the row 
represents entities whereas the columns represent the 
concatenation of terms from different languages [16]. We 
then applied SVD to reduce the entity-by-term matrix X into 
lower dimensional representation as shown in equation (4).

X=USVT                    (4) 

Where U is an entity-by-concept matrix, S is a set of 
singular values and V is a term-by-concept matrix

Once the LSA model is built, for every entity in A from 
section 3.1, their textual descriptions from the web pages of 
the web of documents are extracted. For instance, if an entity 
comes from the French DBpedia chapter, its textual 
description could be extracted from French web pages while 
textual description from English web pages is extracted for 
entities of English DBpedia. After linguistic preprocessing 
(viz. removing empty words, stop word removal, stemming 
and applying a log-entropy weighting scheme), each entity is 
represented in a vector ej.
ej is then projected into a multilingual topic space by 
multiplying ej to US-1. The multiplication result of ej and US-1

is ej’s multilingual latent-topic space participation. Formally, 
the textual evidence of entities can be represented in s-
dimensional vector e1,...,en. The vector ej = (ej,1 , . . . , ej,s ) 
represents entity j’s participation to the s multilingual latent-
topic space, where ej,k is entity j’s participation to the kth

multilingual latent-topic space. In order to retrieve entities 
that are similar to a particular entity ei with respect to the 
textual evidence, it is again sufficient to compute a ranking of 
entities by their similarity to ei in A using equation (3) as
shown in figure-4. A discussion of the combining strategies 
are discussed in the following section.

Figure 4. Textual Similarity Ranking.

3.3 Merging Evidences 
In figure 3 and 4, a screen shot only showing the degree of 
similarity of an entity ei to the other 7 entities including to 
itself is presented. However, in its actual sense, each of the 
two sources provide the degree of similarity of entity ei to the 
other n entities, where n is the number of entities in the 
domain. This means we are dealing with n mutually exclusive 
probabilistic outcomes. 
Thus, we represent the similarity evidence about entity ei in 
an n-dimensional random vector X where each component is 
itself a random variable, i.e., X =(X1, X2, . . . ,Xn ). Each of 
the sources describe the common random vector X having 
possible outcomes {xi}n, where n < and probability 
distribution gj(xi) = Pj(X = xi ), j = 1, . . . , n where j is the 
source. 
We applied a linear opinion pool that involves taking a
weighted linear average of the sources evidence to combine 
the two probabilistic similarity vectors into a single vector as 
shown in equation 5.

=
= (5)

Where n is the number of sources (i.e. in this case is 2), pj(x)
represents source j’s probability distribution for the random 
variable x, wj denotes the weight associated to source j’s 
evidence. 

The determination of the weights is a problem which arises
when using linear opinion pool. In the literature, a frequently 
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used strategy is assigning equal weights to each source when 
there is nothing which suggests that a source’s evidence is 
better than any other one. In our case, the two sources (i.e. the 
structural and textual) contain complementary information
about any given entity. Hence, we give an equal weight to 
each of the evidences. So the method of combining the two 
probability vectors into a single vector is reduced to 
computing their arithmetic average. Lastly, p(x), the 
aggregated probability vector is used as a global similarity to 
decide co-referent entities. Hence, for an entity ei, any entity
ei having the highest probability of similarity from the 
aggregated vector is considered to be co-referent. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The goal of this section is to show to what extent the methods 
proposed in this research and the various parameters works.
All algorithms have been implemented in Python programing 
language. Besides, the python libraries used includes; numpy, 
scipy, nltk, pandas, rdflib, SPARQLWrapper, scikit-learn, and 
sktensor. 

4.1 Data Set 
The experiment is made with RDF data sets taken from the 
2014 French and English localized DBpedia editions. From 
this data set, entities and predicates of the person class as well 
as entities belonging to the depth first transitive closure of 
predicates starting with subjects and objects from the person 
class are used to conduct the structural analysis. The 
descriptions of person class data set according to our 
SPARQL query result is shown in table 4. Please note that the 
number of triples include triples generated from other classes 
or data sources generated depth first transitive closure search. 

DBpedia 
edition

No.of 
entities

Entity-
entity 
relation

Total 
triples

entity to 
entity 
triples

English 2,135,040 3812 1,08550914 71905610

French 208,797 980 27440312 19878087

Table 1. statistics of Data set.
We have then applied many data preprocessing tasks with the 
extracted data set. In the first preprocessing task, we removed 
less frequently used predicates with the assumption that 
exerting much effort to process these predicates is not 
important as they only bring little performance variation. For 
instance, from 3812 predicates, only 654 of them occur more 
than 100 times in the whole data set. Surprisingly, 1376
predicates occur only once and 3107 predicates have below 
100 occurrence. We have also observed a similar pattern to 
predicates of the French DBpedia in which only 385 and  595 
predicates occur more than and less than or equal to 100 times 
respectively. 171 of them also occur only once. In this 
experiment, predicates occurring less than 100 times are 
omitted. 

In the second data processing stage, we have selected 
common predicates occurring both in the French and English 
DBpedia. Identifying predicates which are common to the two 
sub graphs is straight forward as most predicates are mapped 
to the DBpedia permanent ontology. For instance, the French 
predicate http://fr.dbpedia.org/property/nationalité is already 
mapped to the http://dbpedia.org/property/nationality
ontology. Therefore, if 
http://fr.dbpedia.org/property/nationalité exist in the French
sub graph and http://dbpedia.org/property/nationality exist in 
the English graph, and if they are linked or there exist an 
equivalent relationships indicating link between them, they
are considered to be common predicates. Then, we replace the 

French predicate by the English predicate in both graphs. In 
this process, out of 385 predicates from the French DBpedia,
372 are the same to the top 654 English predicates.

Lastly, even within the same sub graph, there exist equivalent 
predicates. Therefore, using one of them can be sufficient. For 
instance, http://dbpedia.org/ontology/birthPlace can be used 
in place of http://dbpedia.org/property/birthPlace as they are 
connected by the owl:equivalentproperty property. We have 
conducted reasoning over identity indicating predicates to 
detect equivalent predicates. By considering predicates
connected by owl:equivalentproperty or owl:SameAs, and 
reasoning through functional and inverse functional properties 
and their transitive, we have discovered many duplicate 
predicates. Through this process, the number of predicates in 
the person class is reduced to 343. From the processed data 
set, we constructed a tensor X of size 
2,750,853x2,750,853x343. RESCAL factorization of the
tensor is made. Lastly, for each row in matrix A, we compute 
its cosine distance to other rows. This similarity ranking is
then converted into probability vector and considered as the 
result of the structural analysis. 

To conduct the textual analysis, we extracted textual 
information from the web of documents in this case 
Wikipedia. Hence, for entities taken from the English
DBpedia, we extract text from the webpages of English 
Wikipedia, for French DBpedia entities, we extract text from
French Wikipedia and for entities generated from other linked 
open data sources, we have extracted textual descriptions 
from other sources. Then, natural language processing tasks 
such as stop word removal and stemming are done. After 
applying if.idf weighting scheme, each of the entities are 
represented as a weighted vectors.

We train our cross lingual latent topic model by using 40,290 
highly comparable Wikipedia articles extracted and aligned at 
article level from the French and English Wikipedia. Further 
description of this dataset is available in [17]. From this 
dataset, a 40,290x640519 resource by term matrix is built.
This matrix is subjected to SVD so as to reduce it to lower 
dimensional space. Once the model is constructed, the 
weighted entity vectors derived from Wikipedia are 
multiplied by the US-1.

4.2 Test data set 
Since the French DBpedia sub graph has already been linked 
to the English version, we used the existing owl:sameAs links 
as a ground truth to evaluate the performance of the proposed 
approach. Hence, we purposely selected 200 entities from the 
English DBpedia edition that is connected by owl:sameAs 
ontology to the French DBpedia so as to evaluate the
approach. Two things are considered while selecting the test 
data set. The first is entities that participate in building the 
cross lingual latent topic model are not included in the test 
data set. The second is the test samples are purposely 
distributed to subclass of the person class. In other words, we
selected 40 entities from each sub class in the person class 
(athlete, actor, artist, politician and scientist).

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The main challenge we face in this research is lack of bench
mark data set. This problem is also reported in [18]. The 
OAEI2010 and OAEI2011 data set, a commonly used bench 
marking data set to test the performance of entity co-reference 
resolution systems in semantic web, has no cross lingual 
coverage. Therefore, we evaluated our proposed approach by 
using the test data set explained in section 4.2. This evaluation 
strategy is also used in [31]. By using the test data set, our
approach (i.e.CLECR) has an average precision of 95% as
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shown in figure-5. Both qualitative and quantitative 
comparison of the proposed system is also made with two 
other systems. 

In [31], a system which we named as Tatiana Lesnikova
evaluate the suitability of a Machine Translation to interlink 
RDF resources described in English and Chinese languages
and found a precision of 98%. Another system named 
Relational in [7] reported an average precision of 97% on
benchmark datasets of OAEI 2010 and 2011. The first system
uses machine translation which is not available in many 
languages or costly to develop while the latter is only tested in 
a monolingual setting. The result is promising as we are 
trying to achieve a challenging goal using language 
independent approach with cheaply available comparable 
corpora. Besides, the performance difference between
CLECR and the others is statistically insignificant.

Figure 5. Performance Comparison with the State of Art 
Systems.

Furthermore, another experiment is conducted to show the 
effect of combining the textual and structural evidences as
compared to using these sources independently. The result in 
figure-6 is an average precision of the various parameters
tested in this experiment. As shown in the figure, combining 
the textual and structural evidence brings high performance.
The average performance of the structural evidence is better
as compared to the textual evidence. However, the structural 
evidence revealed performance irregularities with different 
parameters such as on the number and type of predicates used.
For instance, we observed a performance degradation 
tendency when we only use most commonly used predicates,
and exhaustively use all predicates including very few 
infrequent ones. To the contrary, the performance of the 
textual evidence remains consistent across parameters.

Figure 6. Performance across Evidences.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
WORK 
This paper proposed a mechanism to identify co-referent 
entities across languages located in several LOD sources. We 
showed the significance of tensor factorization in detecting 
co-referent entities across languages. We have come up with
an efficient RESCAL factorization algorithm that can scale to 

large number of entities and predicates. By combining the
structural and textual information of entities, we provided a 
use case where the web of document can support and/or can 
be used together with the web of linked open data. Besides,
we have also adopted a linear opinion pool to the task of 
aggregating probabilistic similarity evidences for a given 
entity. Experiments on selected data sets from the English and 
French DBpedia evaluate the contribution of the proposed 
approach to find co-referent entity references across 
languages. 

To aggregate the structural and textual evidence, we assume 
equal weight to both sources that reduce the computation to 
linear averaging. Nevertheless, in all cases taking the linear 
average of the two evidences may negatively affect the global 
similarity result. Hence, we need further research to 
investigate ways of weight optimization while combining 
similarity evidences from the two sources. Moreover, we also 
plan to increase the vocabulary coverage of the 
parallel/comparable corpus which has significant effect to the 
overall performance. Finally, further inquiry will also be 
made so as to let the tensor decomposition algorithm scalable
to the LOD scale.
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